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Broc Feeney has taken a third Dunlop Super2 Series pole position in eight days, setting the fastest lap in Qualifying for Race 1 of Round 3 in Townsville. The Triple Eight Race Engineering driver ...
Feeney claims third straight Super2 pole
Broc Feeney has taken a step towards a fourth win of the Dunlop Super2 Series season with pole in Townsville. Feeney was again a class above at the Reid Park Street Circuit, with the Triple Eight ...
Series leader Feeney claims third straight pole
When I was at Shakopee High School a couple weeks ago to watch some youth lacrosse games, I noticed a new gazebo just off the east parking lot. The familiar ...
Column: The gazebo at the Shakopee High School is impressive. So is the backstory
That way if the 1821 Mode page had eight stories ... everyone in product and engineering and editorial who worked with us to bring this project to life. It was an amazing experience and ...
The Story of 1821 Mode
Lifelong educator Shawn Lassiter has seen how systemic barriers to education can be broken if a concerted effort is made by teachers and professors. “I remember girls not having access to STEM ...
Ensuring Equitable Learning
The winner of the Toyota 86 series in New Zealand will score a Supercars test with powerhouse squad Triple Eight.
Supercars test for NZ Toyota 86 champion
White Castle transforms its vintage bakery in Cincinnati to a state-of-the-art operation cranking out 8,000 dozen buns an hour.
White Castle’s bakery conquers the Crave
Star Refrigeration are pleased to announce that it will be sponsoring an event to commemorate International Women in Engineering Day ... by featuring a panel of eight inspirational women at ...
Star sponsors International Women in Engineering Day event to celebrate Engineering Heroes!
If a newcomer to the electronics engineering community were to ask me to pick a topic ... with which most engineers never come into contact (no pun intended) anyway. Related: Build Amazing Mechanical ...
How to Keep a Flipped Switch From Bouncing Like a Golf Ball Dropped From the Roof
Our new part of the day is the ColorLight 5A-75B, a board that’s meant to drive eight of those ubiquitous ... that these things were essentially amazing FPGA development boards and started ...
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New Part Day: LED Driver Is FPGA Dev Board In Disguise
While women earn nearly 20% of the bachelor’s degrees in engineering, we are only 12% ... a girl’s confidence peaks between the ages of eight and 12 and then it declines.
Op-ed: How to prepare the next generation of female engineers
It was there that Tatendaishe Jakaza discovered her passion for medicine and engineering, and her desire to understand how imaging technology such as CT scans and ultrasound machines work. It was
also ...
SFU biomedical engineering graduand sets vision on improving lives in home country of Zimbabwe
Related: 14 Videos That Break Down the Amazing Engineering of the 2022 Ford Lightning It takes ... the ability to charge the truck’s pack from 15 charge to 100 percent in eight hours. Using the 48-amp ...
80-Amp Ford Charge Station Pro Cuts Lightning Recharge Time by 40 Percent
When one thinks of the Jet Propulsion Lab, the NASA lab responsible for such amazing feats of engineering as Mars ... that has now been licensed out to eight manufacturers under a no-fee license.
Rapid Prototyping Hack Chat
(Graphic: Jonathan Ling) Professor Tina Seelig, faculty director of the Stanford Technology Ventures Program in the Department of Management Science and Engineering, with students. (Photo ...
A new student’s guide to Stanford’s entrepreneurial ecosystem, part 2
The eight-mile (13km) bridge is part of the Trans-Canada Highway, connecting PEI to New Brunswick over the Northumberland Strait. A marvel of modern engineering, the bridge took four years to ...
These are Canada's most jaw-dropping bridges
We got a medical school in eight years" and established a separate engineering and computer science ... of the faculty is to watch all this amazing growth and to feel like the traditional ...
Hofstra's outgoing president looks back at decades of expansion, and at challenges ahead
He pitted eight laps later and handed over ... The crew did an amazing job to put the No. 31 Whelen Engineering Cadillac in victory lane. It was beautiful. It was a long time coming.” ...
Felipe Nasr, Pipo Derani deliver first win of season at Glen; IMSA results, points
GLASGOW, United Kingdom, June 21, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Star Refrigeration are pleased to announce that it will be sponsoring an event to commemorate International Women in Engineering Day
...
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